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Trident InsuranceWhat makes us different from other insurance providersTrident

Insurance was formed in 1995 and became part of Advanced Insurance Centres

Limited in June 2000.Good service at competitive pricesWith thousands of insurance

brokers and intermediaries in the UK, and so many on a mission to undercut the

next. We chose to revert back to basics by offering a good service at competitive

prices.Champagne and GuinnessCertainly with some insurance you can get cheap

cover, and we all know that everyone thinks accidents will happen elsewhere. We

also accept that many have Champagne tastes and Guinness budgets, and with

insurance it is no different. But there can be no denying that getting cheap

insurance means you are giving up rights to something for the low price, and that

primarily is cover.Brokers contactsWith a lot of low cost insurance products, cover is

offered on screen through what is the cheapest and most expensive available.

However when the premiums are substantial, suddenly there is no visible market to

work with and it is down to the brokers contacts.Informed decisionNo broker can

cover the market in full, what ever they say, because they just do not have

agreements to deal with every counter party there is. So on big ticket items they

are limited to where they can go.We know and admit this, and do not ever want to

leave our Clients feeling they made an uninformed decision.Top dollar serviceOur

knowledge and expertise has its limits, so we have sought out other parties that will
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compliment our coverage of the market where we are insufficiently strong. In this

way we are able to offer a top dollar service to our Clients, and are proud of the

reputation this insurance Company has earned by adopting this approach.Every

phone call a deciderWhen we say we do seriously care about how our Clients are

treated, we mean it, and view every phone call as being the decider between

keeping or losing that Client.Your trust has to be earned and we know that the effort

must come from us to have your support and custom.Easy to change

insuranceWhen premiums can run to many £ millions, we believe that clients should

invite insurance brokers to tender for that business.If an insurance broker who is

invited to tender succeeds in offering the best price and insurance cover, which we

believe we can, it is not difficult to change over. Just as you change your suppliers

for domestic or business issues, insurance is, in the final analysis, only another

commodity.Our winning formulaWe want your opinion to be that we deserved to get

your business and that you were happy in passing it to us. We have found that it is

through this approach to service and market coverage that we are winning more

and more Clients.We stand proud by our reputation of straight talking, efficiency

and leaving you the Client feeling safe in the knowledge that we have offered you

the best support and service around.Fully trained and assessed staffOur staff are all

U.K based, fully trained and their standards of performance and knowledge are

assessed monthly to meet our highest standardsWe only work with FCA or specific

industry registered companies.Largest panel of Insurance CompaniesWe are totally

independent and will happily arrange bespoke risk. Our panel of Insurance

Companies is one of the largest around and between them we have many

thousands of different schemes available to us.*Trident Insurance is the trading

name of Advanced Insurance Centres Limited who are Authorised and Regulated by

the FCA. Registration No. 306128 Let us Compare Car Insurance for youIt comes up

time and time again. People looking for car insurance call us expecting nothing

different to what they have already received from other insurers. In fact, what they

receive is something quite different. People are amazed at how much we can help

them to find a quality car insurance deal with no hassle on their part.Boat and Yacht
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CoverIf you are looking for motor boat insurance or yacht insurance, coming to

Trident Insurance for advice and a quote will ensure that you find you the best deal

for your cover. Our expert insurance consultants can secure yacht insurance and

motor boat insurance for your yacht or boat up to £5 million in value. (This applies

for UK owners based in European waters.)Home Buildings CoverHome buildings

insurance will cover the cost of incidents to the internal and external structure of

your property. This includes the walls, roof, ceilings, doors, floors and windows.

(External structures such as fenses and garages are also included.) It also covers

permanent fixtures and fittings, internal decoration and pipes, tanks, drains and

underground cables for which you are responsible from your house to the nearest

mains supply.Fleet InsuranceYou may have several different vehicles which you use

for activities as a business. These vehicles may have been added to your fleet

insurance one by one to cater for a need for more vehicles to cope with more

business. This also means though, that they may all be insured separately, each

with their own policy all needing to be renewed at different times.High Net

WorthHigh Net Worth is a very strange term and if you’re asking what is it then here

is a very street level answer. If your personal insurance premiums, excluding

medical cover, for your cars, home and contents are in excess of £5k then you are

deemed a High Net Worth ClientHome Contents CoverHome contents cover ensures

that the contents of your home are covered against damage or loss by theft, fire,

lighting, earthquake, and flood damage or water leakage. ‘Contents’ are defined as

things you would take if you moved to a new house, for instance: furniture,

electrical items and jewellery.Landlord InsuranceIf you are a landlord who rents

their property out, then you will know what impact damage caused by a storm,

flood or other accident could have on your financial well-being. Having landlords

insurance will ensure that your financial well-being isn’t at risk should your property

be damaged. Trident insurance will work for you to find you the best deal on your

landlords insurance. Some of the Services we Offer Include:Insurance Brokers Ilford

• Fleet Insurance Ilford • Commercial Insurance Ilford • Commercial Property

Insurance Ilford • Scaffolding and Skip Hire Insurance Ilford
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